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On 20th October 2016, I was invited to a launch party for Retro Computers Ltd in my capacity of
owner of the World of Spectrum website, and also providing hosting for the RCL website.
For several months prior to this, I had been subjected to an ongoing campaign against myself, my
website & my company by a group of individuals. I have now identified several of them, which
leads to my belief as to the others. It has been a co-ordinated attack, and very disconcerting.
On the day of the launch, I was running late as I had to wait for a taxi at my partners (Tanya) house
as she needed to use her car for work that day.
Whilst waiting for the taxi, jazzmanjoe60 tweeted the following picture:-

I joked that they had missed the exit as the M1 junction from Luton to Beeston is 25.
However, at the time I hadn't thought that the junction to Jacksdale – Tanyas house is 27.

We now know that despite several threats to turn up to the launch, nobody without a pass tried to go
past security.

We now know that jazzmanjoe60 is Joe Larkins – an employee of AndrewsUK.
On October 25th gamrjay (Jake Ellingham – Paul Andrews son-in-law) tweeted that he had seen me.
I can't find this tweet at the moment. On the 20th Oct, after returning from the launch, I received an
image on facebook from a 3rd party which showed that Jake had posted a tweet of his facebook
comment, but left his profile picture in. This led to him being identified as Jake Ellingham. He has
since claimed his account has been hacked, yet continues to post online in the same manner.
On November 4th – and other occasions, zxkingpin (who I believe to be Sara Ellingham) sent the
following tweet:-

This is one of several identifying that my girlfriend Tanya has converted one of her ground-floor
bedrooms into an office. As her house backs onto fields and woodlands, and the bedroom is at the
back, the only way this can be known is to walk up the driveway and down the side of the house,
then by looking through the windows to see the contents.

On the 19th October, Tanya performed a care home gig, as she performs as a singer for dementia
patients. She discovered that one of her tyres was flat. A passer-by helped to re-inflate the tyre for
her. The following day, the tyre was still inflated, but clearly going down, so she took it to a garage.
She was informed that there had been a nail in the tyre.
At the time, we thought nothing of this and put it down to one of those things. However, since then,
Paul Andrews has tried to claim to court that his business partner Darren Melbourne had nails
placed in his tyres – this was in the court documents sent to my email address on 17th November. In
addition to this, Nick Cooper on 6th December claimed on twitter that his tyres had been damaged
too.

In the summer of 2016, Deidre Harris was showing an interest in the Vega+ on facebook, and
claimed to be a backer. She then sent a friend request to myself to initially question the product. It
quickly became clear that she is a call-girl as the email address she registered with is also her log-in
to several escort sites.

“We love our clients” is my companies tag-line.
In addition to this, several times my clients websites have been tweeted alongside the implication I
am running an illegal website.

World of Spectrum is in no way illegal, and has been online for 22yrs, and is hugely respected for
the work we do alongside copyright holders. “Bob Majors” started attacking WoS on the same day
I put the RCL website online. Initially it was via wikipedia, which resulted in the WoS page being
deleted. He has also contacted DC Comics, Warner Bros, Nintendo, Sega, etc claiming I am stealing
their software – all of which are fully aware of WoS and in many cases have already been contacted.

This has lead to a long “debate” between Bob and fasthosts, where they said it was clearly a witch
hunt. However, I also had to spend 2hours on the phone at 10pm to their abuse team to verify that
the content on WoS was ok.
Shortly afterwards, fasthosts received an official complaint, so I was once again spending hours on
the phone to them, and providing evidence that WoS is legitimate. Fortunately, they could see it for
what it was, and informed me that the complaint didn't appear to be valid.

Bob has bragged on twitter that his most commonly used word is “Fogarty”

The persona “Bob Majors” has been created with the sole intention of harassing myself and anyone
associated with me, across several social media platforms.

